
MAIL THE FORM BELOW WITH YOUR 25%  DEPOSIT
To: Outing Services; 14810 Linden Ave. N.; Seattle, WA 98133

Name: Trip Title: Enclosed $:                ,

Address: Room Mates:                                    ,

Zip: Email                                    ,

Phone:        H.         O.Sign                                    ,
I the above signed understand that there are risks and hazards involved in active sports including the activities I will 
be participating in with The Outing Club LLC. I accept these risks as my responsibility and agree to release The 
Club, their representatives, guides, and associates, from any liability for accidents or injuries which may occur 
during or traveling to and from said activities.

3/20-27 QUEBEC AND LABRADOR

This area is about as far northeast as you can go on the North American continent and not hit pack ice, 
and they take their cross country skiing seriously here.  There are hundreds of Nordic ski centers in 
Quebec including many of the top ranked in all of Canada.  The Mont Saint Anne was considered the 
largest in Canada but is now probably the largest contiguous track system in North America, now that 
California’s Royal Gorge has contracted.  The system boasts 208 kilometers of classic trails, 125 
kilometers of which can be skate skied.  The area receives 400 centimeters of snow a year.  Gatineau 
Park, just outside of Ottawa, presents an outstanding array of Nordic trails also with 185 kilometers in 
total of which 100 kilometers are groomed.  There are 10 warming huts, some of which are absolutely 
beautiful, and a destination in themselves.  The ski season is long and the apres-skiing in nearby 
Wakefield and Chelsea is excellent.  Then there is the Lurentians, famous for their network of cross 
country ski trails.  Choose from over 1000 kilometers of trails in 30 locations.  A few of the more 
popular trails include the ones at Mont Tremblant, Parc d’Oka, the trails around Val-David and P’tit 
Train du Nord.  This is of course the French speaking corner of Canada so it may feel just like our 
fabulous trip to the Jura plateau in eastern France.  Then it is off to Newfoundland and Labrador for a 
whole other array of coastal touring centers.  The Blow Me Down Ski Club :-) has 42 kilometers of 
trails, crossing through some of Newfoundland’s most 
beautiful country.  Trails for all levels are kept groomed 
and track set, and for the adventurous back-country skier 
there is superlative skiing to be found in Gros Morne 
National Park as well.  If the skiing isn’t enough there is 
all the French and Northern culture to enjoy in this very 
unique and welcoming area.  Several years ago we took a 
trip to the far northeastern US and made memories that 
will last a lifetime, this area should be even more of a 
wonder in winter white.  Provided: lodging airfare, rental 
cars.  Dates 3/20-27 Cost $2,464

14810 Linden Ave. N.    Shoreline, WA 98133        (206) 363-0859
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